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MAN UP
Set asrde your cashmere sweaters and mother
of-pear cuff inks The Audemars Prguet Royal

Cak Offshore Arno d Schwarzenegger The
[egacy watch demands a hardened wearer

to show off its strong design. This atest

collaboration features the 48mm octagona
case in b ack ceramic with bead b asted

titanium accents and comes with a Kevlar like

anthracite aramid fibre strap The self winding
chronograph rs limited to 1,500 pieces, with
proceeds go ng to Schwarzenegger's

After-Schoo I Al l-Stars charLty.
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SUCH CRtrAT
Htr,ICHTS
lf you think flying to neighbouring countries for a diving
trip is dedication, meet Fernando Alberto Lozano Andrade,
a Mexican explorer in his 50s who regularly scales

mountains for high-altitude dives in craters. Sponsored
by Azimuth, Andrade recently returned from the peaks of
the Andes as part of his'Absolute Altitude" expedition.
Helping him track his journey were the Xtreme-l Sea-Hum
3Tf featuring three time zones, and the Deep Diver, which
is waterproof to a depth of 2,000m. lf you're aching for
real adventure, these watches and the Sea-Hum GMT are

part of the Xtreme-1 collection.

DIGITAL TIMES
Now that your shiny new iPad 2 is snuggled

comfortably in its Prada sleeve, it's time to use it
to indulge in your non-wired passion - watches.

Cartier has launched a Fine Watchmaking application,

an intuitive programme that lets you explore the
brand's history, collections and latest creations. The

tablet's touch screen allows you to rotate, zoom,

flip and examine every little component in a watch's

movement. A perfect fix when there isn't a boutique
around the corner.


